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ABSTRACT

Article history:

The fingerprint is one kind of biometric. This biometric unique data have to
be processed well and secure. The problem gets more complicated as data
grows. This work is conducted to process image fingerprint data with a
memetic algorithm, a simple and reliable algorithm. In order to achieve the
best result, we run this algorithm in a parallel environment by utilizing a
multi-thread feature of the processor. We propose a high-performance
computing memetic algorithm (HPCMA) to process a 7200 image fingerprint
dataset which is divided into fifteen specimens based on its characteristics
based on the image specification to get the detail of each image. A
combination of each specimen generates a new data variation. This algorithm
runs in two different operating systems, Windows 7 and Windows 10 then we
measure the influence of data size on processing time, speed up, and
efficiency of HPCMA with simple linear regression. The result shows data
size is very influencing to processing time more than 90%, to speed up more
than 30%, and to efficiency more than 19%.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the growth of data and information cause scientists and researchers from various fields
enter to an era that the requirement of computation resources and data storage capacity exceeds the available
capacity. Scientists and researchers are more aware to utilize the computer system in their researches. This
condition causes more effort to create the systems that available to run in large-scale computation to process
the big data.
Fingerprint identification becomes an interesting research topic for two decades [1]. In this work, we
use a memetic algorithm that runs in a parallel system to identify fingerprints. Parallel computation is a
computation technique that runs by utilizing several computer resources simultaneously, actually caused by
the required computation is very large such as to process big data or in a large computation process. In this
computation model, the problem complexities are divided into smaller parts and run in a parallel
environment.
The data that have a high complexity is fingerprint data and its problem is equal to the amount of
fingerprint dataset, it needs a superfast process in identification. The memetic algorithm [2] is an
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improvement of the evolutionary algorithm with a separate local search [3]. A memetic algorithm is a simple
algorithm with reliable performance [4], [5], generates high-quality solutions to solve problems in the real
world [6]-[8].
The speed is a reason for the selected algorithm, the faster will be selected than the slower algorithm
[9]. To process a high scale and big data in a reasonable time, we need a high-performance computation
system. The effective and efficient time to simulate, compute and the process is a must, besides the quality
and accuracy of the generated information must be maintained. The board of management in an organization
needs fast and high-quality information to make a decision in the production process and to purchase raw
materials for the next periods.
To generate high quality and fast information, it needs a system with specific hardware that supports
the process of large scale data quickly and has a high performance, with the client-server based application
and distributed database that accessible across the entire computers in the local or public computer network.
The advances in various fields of science require computer systems with high performance in speed
and computing capacity. The implication is the technology of personal and supercomputer increases rapidly.
The main obstacles of supercomputers are procurement cost, operation, and maintenance, and the alternative
is parallel processing. A parallel distributes a work package that will be processed by all the entire computers
in the system. With this parallel system, the investment cost can be reduced. Note that this system has high
flexibility to adapt to the changes in computer technology. Users can customize the system based on their
purposes. To get a fast computation process, it only needs to upgrade the processors and RAM without
storage media in every computer, and for the application that produces a lot of data, it only needs to upgrade
the storage media.
There are two ways to aim an efficient computation time in a high-performance computation (HPC)
system, firstly is to produce a high-speed processor, and secondly is run the application in a parallel
environment with multi-processors. For the first way, the processor manufacturer will meet a difficulty
because the lithography technique is almost reaching the limit. The newest processor is made with 45nm
fabrication technology and if it is reduced the processor’s reliability will also reduce. Therefore, the big
chance to improve the computation speed with a high possibility is a parallel computation technique [10].
HPC is a method to address the problem with high complexity related to workload and a large
number of data [11]. One of the techniques in HPC is parallel computation [10]. A parallel processing system
is a group of connected computers that working together as an integrated computer system to address the
same problem with one goal [12].

2.

PARALLEL COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE
Based on the instruction and data stream, the computer categorized into 4 groups, single instruction
stream, single data stream (SISD), single instruction stream, multiple data streams (SIMD), multiple
instruction streams, single data stream (MISD), and multiple instruction streams, multiple data stream
(MIMD) [13]. There are several styles in parallel programming:
2.1. Single program, multiple data (SPMD)
Data and programs are distributed to each processor and the execution is scheduled. Each processor
executes the same program but the processed data is different.
2.2. Master-slave
A processor as a master and several processors as slaves.
2.3. Multiple program, multiple data
Data and programs are distributed to each processor. Every processor executes a different program
and data. The parallel computation system is included in the MIMD group, this group can be divided into a
multi-processor system and multi-computer system. A multi-processor system is a parallel computing system
that is based on the single memory utilization at the same time simultaneously. A multi-computer system is a
parallel computer system with an independent processor and RAM in every computer. In this paper, we
propose the high-performance computation using memetic algorithm (HPCMA) for fingerprint identification.

3.

RESLATED RESEARCH
The related conducted researches are the researches about fingerprint identification that has been
conducted by other researchers. [14] conducts research to identify fingerprints in the big data framework with
a distributed model. [15] states that a memetic algorithm can improve efficiency, reduce memory
consumption, and has a better ability to utilize the resource system. In the research [16], the memetic
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algorithm is used to do a feature selection in handwritten word recognition. Moscato et al. [17], explained
that a memetic algorithm can outperform the proposed method even this algorithm needs more computation
time and also generates a high-quality solution. Feng et al. [18], uses a memetic algorithm to do a treatment
plan faster and [19] proposes a memetic fingerprint matching algorithm (MFMA) without local matching to
do a fingerprint matching. The MFMA significantly reduces the generation that has to be identified [19]. To
design a memetic algorithm, the considered problem is optimization as a specific problem [20]. Assiroj et al.
[21], use the original memetic algorithm to process the fingerprint dataset and this algorithm works properly.
This algorithm is also could be parallelized, Mirsoleimani et al. [22], implements parallel type on the
graphics processing unit (GPU). This technique solves task scheduling problems for several multi-processing
systems as also conducted by [23]. Island model of parallel memetic algorithms was proposed by [24]-[27]
with dynamic local search.

4.

METHOD
In this work, we propose a high-performance computing memetic algorithm (HPCMA) method. We
run the original memetic algorithm in HPC mode. In Figure 1 is a framework of HPCMA. According to
Figure 1, we modify the original memetic algorithm to run in HPC as a parallel condition. We use this
HPCMA framework to process the image fingerprint dataset and here are the steps:

Figure 1. HPCMA framework

4.1. Local search in HPC mode
This process is to read all the entire file and folder image datasets that have been divided into four
groups. After this reading process, the algorithm will convert all the image data. Firstly algorithm converts
the image to an array string then secondly, the algorithm converts the string array to binary code. When this
conversion is finished algorithm compares the number of converted data to all image fingerprint data and if it
gets the same number process will be continued to the next selection, if not the process will wait until the
local search process is complete.
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4.2. Selection in HPC mode
We use 2% of the population as the sample randomly. These 140 parents candidates will be divided
into 2 groups, male and female then compare the number of the selected candidate to the number of data
selection samples. If it gets the same number process will be continued to the next crossover and if not the
process will wait until the selection process is complete.
4.3. Crossover in HPC mode
Crossover is a mating process for all the entire parent candidates to get new offspring. Each member
of the male population will be crossed to all members of the female population. This crossover process will
be looped until all the entire membership of both population, male and female, are well crossed then compare
the number of crossed data to the number of multiplication of male and female, if it gets the same number
process will be continued to the Next Mutation and if not the process will wait until crossover is complete.
4.4. Mutation in HPC mode
This is the final process of the memetic algorithm. A mutation is a process that reverses the value of
the binary code of the generated offspring from the crossover process. The value 1 in binary code will be
reversed into 0 and 0 will be reversed into 1. Therefore we will get the newest and highest quality offspring.
When the mutation process is finished, the algorithm will measure the number of the mutated data and
compare it to the generated offspring from a crossover, if it gets the same number process will be finished
and if not the process will wait until the mutation is complete. Based on Figure 2, the left side, MA, is
Memetic algorithm in original condition, and on the right side, HPCMA is a memetic algorithm that runs in
HPC utilizes the threads feature of processors.

Reads folder and file
(local search with 4
criterions)

Reads folder and file
(local search with 4
criterions)

Converts image files
to string array

Converts image files
to string array

Converts string array
to binary mode

Converts string array
to binary mode

Selects parents
candidate from the
total population

Selects parents
candidate from the
total population

Crossover. MA mates
the parents candidate
each other

Mutation. MA
mutates the data from
crossover

Crossover. MA mates
the parents candidate
each other

Mutation. MA
mutates the data from
crossover

Figure 2. Illustration MA to HPCMA
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This work implements the FVC2006 with data 7200 fingerprint data then categorized into 4
characteristics. Firstly is a full-sized image, secondly is 60% with dark color boundaries, thirdly is 60% with
bright color boundaries, and fourthly is 80% with bright color boundaries and unclear image. Then we make
15 specimens from the combination of data. 1st specimen consists of 7200 fingerprint data, 2nd specimen
consists of 1800 fingerprint data, 3rd specimen consists of 1800 fingerprint data, 4th specimen consists of
1800 fingerprint data, 5th specimen consists of 1800 fingerprint data, 6th specimen consists of 3600
fingerprint data, 7th specimen consists of 3600 fingerprint data, 8th specimen consists of 3600 fingerprint
data, 9th specimen consists of 3600 fingerprint data, 10th specimen consists of 3600 fingerprint data, 11th
specimen consists of 3600 fingerprint data, 12th specimen consists of 5400 fingerprint data, 13th specimen
consists of 5400 fingerprint data, 14th specimen consists of 5400 fingerprint data, and the last specimen,
15th, consists of 5400 fingerprint data.

5.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This work uses a 7200 synthetic fingerprint dataset from FVC2006 and runs in the computer system
with Intel i5 2540M 2.6GHz 4 core and 16GB RAM, 500GB SSD as HPCMA machine and computer system
with Intel i5 2430M 2.4GHz 4 core and 8GB RAM, 250GB SSD as database machine. Testing begins with
data mapping and thread creation in each computer with different numbers of data. With more data to be
processed and more created threads, the mapping time is also longer.
In this work, we compare the test in two environments of operating systems. The first is the
Windows 7 operating system and the second is Windows 10 operating system. Data are divided into fifteen
specimens with each character to see the data holistically then we measure the size of each specimen and
measure the speed up and efficiency. Below are the results of the experiment from each operating system.
Table 1 and Table 2 are a list of data size for each specimen, speed up, and efficiency of HPCMA on
Windows 7 and Windows 10. Figure 3 is the speed-up visualization of each specimen in Windows 7, and
Figure 4 is the speed-up visualization for each specimen in Windows 10.

Table 1. Experiment result in Windows 7
Specimen
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Data Size
22.8GB
0.237 GB
4.8 GB
4.3 GB
2.4 GB
8.8 GB
7.8 GB
4.5 GB
11.4 GB
8 GB
7.6 GB
17.2 GB
13 GB
15.7 GB
12.2 GB

Speed up (ms)
249.0038057
34.55627211
294.3173384
269.0168797
160.8715959
288.9740842
266.42708
162.3858895
301.0793305
200.1693822
191.844378
306.8103217
241.1332293
249.0009356
224.7810952

350

Speed up (ms)

300

294,32
269,02

249,00

Table 2. Experiment result in Windows 10

Efficiency
10.37067904
2.053812416
13.56162175
12.45388033
7.943400165
12.50843364
11.6195177
7.275164187
13.35765794
9.272002684
8.976055725
12.95318989
10.30241264
10.99598499
9.629383921

Specimen
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Data size
22.8 GB
0.237 GB
4.8 GB
4.3 GB
2.4 GB
8.8 GB
7.8 GB
4.5 GB
11.4 GB
8 GB
7.6 GB
17.2 GB
13 GB
15.7 GB
12.2 GB

Efficiency
9.843870006
1.917808586
12.76242446
11.17275106
7.587524869
11.68635096
10.37998272
6.972254909
12.19454521
8.90476869
7.231500221
11.52186279
9.308268217
10.44332603
8.757247622

306,81

301,08

288,97
266,43

Speed Up (ms)
241.3684533
31.73842967
274.3291009
237.2079802
152.7474748
268.1426055
238.2088843
156.0196491
271.8752708
187.7135075
149.3226829
275.2537613
218.8803572
236.1300983
206.8560388

241,13249,00
224,78

250

200,17191,84

200

162,39

160,87

150
100
34,56

50
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Specimen

Figure 3. Speed up of HPCMA on Windows 7
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271,8752708
268,1426055
238,2088843
237,2079802

200

152,7474748

236,1300983
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150
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0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Specimen

Figure 4. Speed up of HPCMA on Windows 10

Figure 5 is a visualization of HPCMA efficiency for each specimen in Windows 7. The efficiency of
HPCMA in specimen 1 is 10.37067904, and in specimen 2 is 2.053812418. The efficiency of HPCMA in
specimen 3 to specimen 15 is also displayed in Figure 5.

16
13,56162175
13,35765794
12,45388033 12,50843364
11,6195177

14

Efisiensi

12

12,95318989

10,37067904
9,272002684
8,976055725

10

7,943400165

10,99598499
10,30241264
9,629383921

7,275164187

8
6
4

2,053812416

2
0
0

2

4

6

8
Specimen

10

12

14

16

Figure 5. Efficiency on Windows 7

Figure 6 is a visualization of HPCMA efficiency for each specimen in Windows 10. The efficiency
of HPCMA in specimen 1 is 9.84387006, and in specimen 2 is 1.917808586. The efficiency of HPCMA for
specimen 3 to specimen 15 is also displayed in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Efficiency on Windows 10
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Visualization of the influence of data size with processing time. The bigger data size needs a longer
processing time and the smaller data size is faster to be processed. From figure 4 above, specimen 1 with
22.8GB data size needs 72.904 seconds, and specimen 2 with 0.237GB data size only needs 8.347 seconds.
The performance of HPCMA in Windows 7 and Windows 10 is almost similar. For example, HPCMA
processed specimen 1 in 72.904 seconds in Windows 7 and 80.982 seconds in Windows 10 shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Processing time of each Specimen

6.

CONCLUSION
In the simple linear regression, the experiment result of data size influence to HPCMA’s processing
time in Windows 10 is 0.937 or 93.7%. It means data size is very influential to HPCMA’s processing time in
Windows 10 for 97% and 6.3% depends on other variables. For Windows 7, data size is very influential to
HPCMA’s processing time for 95.9% and 4.1% depends on other variables. The experiment result of data
size influence to HPCMA’s efficiency in Windows 10 is 0.195 or 19.5%. It means data size is only
influencing efficiency for 19.5%, and 80.5% depends on other variables. For Windows 7, data size is
influencing efficiency for 19.3%, and 80.7% depends on other variables. The experiment result of data size
influence to HPCMA’s speed up on Windows 7 is 0.286 or 28.6%. It means data size is only influencing
speed up for 28.6%, and 71.4% depends on other variables. For Windows 10, data size in influencing speed
up for 31.7%, and 68.3% depends on other variables. On the other hand, data size is very influential to
HPCMA’s processing time in Windows 7 and Windows 10 about 90%. It influences about 30% on speed up
and not for efficiency in Windows 7 or Windows 10.
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